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Abstract

The spatial distribution of failure sites in large area (10\textsuperscript{4}-10\textsuperscript{5} \(\mu\text{m}\textsuperscript{2}\)) metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors with high-\(K\) dielectric (HfO\textsubscript{2}) is investigated using angular wavelets. The failure sites are the consequence of constant or ramped electrical stress applied on the capacitors. Because of the important local thermal effects that take place during stress, the failure sites become visible as a point pattern on the top metal electrode. In case of less damaged devices, the results obtained with the wavelet variance method are consistent with an isotropic distribution of breakdown spots as expected for a Poisson point process (complete spatial randomness). On the contrary, for severely damaged devices, the method shows signs of preferred directions of degradation related to the voltage probe location. In this case, the anisotropy is confirmed by alternative spatial statistics.
methods such as the angular point-to-event distribution and the pair correlation function.

*Keywords*: oxide breakdown; reliability, MIM, spatial statistics

1. Introduction

Wavelet method is widely used in mathematics and engineering for signal processing and data compression [1]. However, to our knowledge, it has never been applied to an oxide reliability problem such as the spatial distribution of breakdown (BD) spots in MIM capacitors. On the contrary, the wavelet method for point pattern analysis is often used to investigate geographical and ecological spatial data [2]. In a previous paper [3], we studied the distribution of failure sites in severely damaged MIM devices but following more conventional approaches including distance and angular histograms [4]. Although angular histogram methods provide relevant information about the spatial distribution of BD spots, the analysis frequently relies on a particular focal point, and therefore are not global in essence (information averaged across all possible focal points) as expected in spatial statistics.

The failure sites investigated in this work are the consequence of constant or ramped electrical stress applied on the capacitors. Because of the huge thermal effects associated with the generation of shorts across the oxide film during stress, the damage become visible as a mark pattern on the top metal electrode. The effects of similar discharge transients on the gate electrode of MIS devices have also been described in [5]. From the microscopic viewpoint, the occurrence of a
failure event corresponds to the local accumulation of defects and the formation of a percolation path spanning the dielectric material [6]. The final result of this electrothermal process is the appearance of multiple crater-like structures with typical sizes in the μm range like the one shown in Fig. 1. These structures are often referred to as hard BDs with lateral propagation. The catastrophic events are at the end the consequence of micro-explosions accompanied by the local melting and evaporation of the metal electrode. Images obtained by transient infrared thermography reveal that some of the failure sites remain conducting after the occurrence of the micro-explosions while others, just leave their fingerprints on the electrode material remaining inactive throughout the experiment [7]. This latest behaviour indicates the local absence of the electrode material, which is typical of the self-healing process that can take place in metallized film capacitors [8].

In this work, the angular distribution of the kind of failure events discussed above was investigated. The obtained results using the wavelet variance method indicate isotropic BD spot distributions in agreement with what is expected for a Poisson point process or Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR) [4]. However, for severely damaged devices (long stress times and consequently large number of BD spots), the angular information displays some particular features that can be linked to preferred directions of degradation related to the voltage probe location. In this method, no focal point (a particular point of the process or special location) needs to be considered a priori, which is a crucial issue when no information is available on the position of the source of degradation. All points in a predefined area are
equally treated as focal points. It is worth mentioning that the technique of wavelets applied to the assessment of isotropy or to the identification of preferred directions might have a broader range of application other than the one reported here: defects in polycrystalline and ferroelectric films, dislocations and impurities in solar panels, metallized film capacitors, etc [8-10].

2. Devices and experimental setup

The devices investigated in this work are MIM capacitors with HfO₂ (30 nm-thick) as the dielectric and Pt electrodes. The area of the devices ranges from $10^4$ to $10^5 \mu m^2$. The capacitors were fabricated onto a 200 nm-thick thermal SiO₂ layer grown on n-type Si (100) substrates with resistivities of 1-4 $\Omega\cdot cm$. First, a 200 nm thick Pt layer was deposited by electron-beam evaporation. A 30 nm-thick HfO₂ layer was then deposited by a Cambridge NanoTech Fiji atomic layer deposition (ALD) system using TEMAHf precursor and H₂O. After this, a 200 nm-thick Pt layer was deposited on top of the HfO₂ layer. Lithography and lift-off processes were used to form arrays of capacitors with different sizes. The access to the bottom Pt electrode was enabled via dry etching technique using a mask/resist process that removes the HfO₂ to the bottom Pt metal while at the same time protecting the top Pt electrode of the patterned devices. In our capacitors, the oxide layer extends 25 $\mu m$ beyond the perimeter edge of the top metal. In order to generate the BD spots, the devices were subjected to ramped (typically 0V→12V) or constant (typically 9V for 120 s) voltage stresses. Except for Fig. 1, which was obtained by AFM topographic scanning, the rest of the images shown in this work
were captured using the optical microscope of the probe station. Data analysis was carried out using the software PASSaGE2 [11]. Although PASSaGE2 has some limitations such as the shape of the structures that can be analyzed, to our knowledge, this is the only software that provides the angular wavelet method as one of its standard point pattern characterization tools.

3. Brief introduction to the angular wavelet method

Angular wavelet analysis is a method developed by Rosenberg [11] for analyzing point pattern distributions. As discussed by Rosenberg, the problem with alternative approaches (directional correlograms, oval templates, 2D spectral analysis) is that they do not determine directions of pattern; they can only be used to test for patterns in a priori specified directions. The most recent version of the Spatstat package for the R language, the most popular package for spatial analysis, does not have any wavelet method implemented [12]. A wavelet function $g(x)$ is a scalable function whose integral over all $x$-values yields zero. The wavelet function describes a kind of template that can be scaled to a given size $b_k$ and shifted to a given location $x_i$. When the template matches the observed data $y(x_j)$, the value of the wavelet transform $W$ at that location is high, otherwise the value is low (see the scheme in Fig. 2.a). For example, + and – signs in Fig. 2.a indicate good and bad matching of experimental data. The wavelet transform $W$ is defined as:

$$W(b_k, x_i) = \frac{1}{b_k} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y(x_j)g\left(\frac{x_j - x_i}{b_k}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where \( n \) is the number of observations. The overall variance for a given position \( x_i \) is calculated according to the expression:

\[
P(x_i) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} W^2(b_k, x_i)
\]

(2)

where \( m \) is the total number of discrete measured scales. With this definition, \( P(x_i) \) is maximum when the wavelet function corresponding to that position fits the experimental data better than at other positions. For the present analysis the position means the angle measured with respect to the horizontal (east=0º, north=90º). The angular wavelet method has been implemented in [11] and is fundamentally aimed at determining anisotropy effects [13,14].

Briefly, the method considers one of the points in the plot (the focal point), divides the space around it into sectors or quadrats, and counts how many of the other points fall within each sector. These counts are then analysed taking into account that the end sectors wrap around a circle (see Fig. 2.b). Points in opposite quadrats are combined for a single count. At the end, peaks in the variance plot computed using eq.(2) indicate preferred directions in the point pattern. Current version of PASSaGE2 scales the wavelets in the range from 1º to 45º in steps of 1º. In this work, as already mentioned, a global pattern approach is followed, i.e. variances are averaged across all possible focal points within a prescribed region of the given point pattern. In other words, the distribution of points is examined from different locations (far from the edges of the structure) and the ensemble of
observations averaged to yield a single value for each angle. In order to show the power of the method, Fig. 3 illustrates an extreme case study in which a Poisson point pattern (Fig. 3.a) and a linear distribution of points (Fig. 3.b) are merged together. Notice the peak in the angular plot corresponding to the introduced anisotropy (Fig. 3.c). In this case, the analysis was restricted to a central region of the pattern (reduced number of focal points) in order to eliminate corner effects and was performed using the Haar wavelet, which is the simplest wavelet template (Fig. 2.c). Of course, for our degraded devices such an extreme situation should not be expected. Our objective is to assess whether the voltage probe affects or not the final distribution of failure sites and how this deviation is detected in the angular variance plot. This is discussed in the next Section.

4. Results and discussion

As mentioned in Section 2, the devices investigated in this work are Pt/HfO₂/Pt capacitors. They were subjected to ramped, 0→12V (Fig. 4), or constant, 60s,120s@9V (Figs. 5 and 6) voltage stresses. Notice the voltage probe location in each photograph. In order to obtain the best results, the region of analysis has to be selected taken into account the focal points region (usually 20% or 30% of the total area) and the appearance of cross-like features associated with corner effects [13]. The analysis was carried out using Sine wavelets, which are continuous wavelets (see Fig. 2.c). There are no major differences with the Haar wavelet used in the previous Section. The 95% confidence bands (green lines) are also included in the plots and were found by randomizing all data points (100 replications),
including the focal points. In the first example shown in Fig. 4, the cross pattern is almost symmetric (in red) and both diagonals have similar weights (see Fig. 4.c). Since the device was ramped voltage stressed the generation of breakdown spots is a very fast process (instantaneous to the eye) and the resultant number of spots relatively low. This occurs because the current that flows through the structure suddenly increases several orders of magnitude so that a large fraction of the applied bias instantly drops across the series resistance of the device. In this case, the red line is well below the green line which indicates no directional bias. In the second example (Fig. 5), the cross pattern is no longer symmetric but exhibits higher variance peaks in the direction of the voltage probe. The device was constant voltage stressed for 60 s so that the appearance of the BD spots is not instantaneous but sequential. A possible explanation for the observed anisotropy is the occurrence of a kind of feedback effect between the generation of spots (many of them acting as shorts) and the distribution of the current lines in the top electrode. This is confirmed by the case described in Fig. 6. As the device becomes more degraded (120s@9V), with around a thousand of BD spots, the asymmetry of the red cross pattern is still evident with the largest lobes pointing out again in the voltage probe direction (Fig. 6.c). However, the red line is well below the green line which indicates that the directional bias is not so strong. The variance estimator seems to be influenced by the large number of BD spots generated. As it can be seen from the aerial view of the structure (Fig. 6.a), the top electrode exhibits signs of severe degradation directed from the voltage probe.
location towards the center of the device, which seems to be the most damaged region of the structure.

In order to confirm these observations using alternative estimators, Fig. 7.a shows a false colour image of a damaged device (450 BD spots). An anomalous large density of spots (blue ellipse) can be seen along the diagonal of the device (α=0). The angular probability density function \( f(\alpha) \) corresponding to a CSR process in a square region of analysis [3] is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 7.b. In this case, the voltage probe is assumed to be exactly located at one corner of the device (focal analysis). The histogram value at \( \alpha=0 \) clearly exceeds the expected result for CSR, which indicates accumulation of points in that particular direction. In addition, Fig. 7.c shows that the experimental pair correlation function (derivative of the Ripley’s \( K \) function) does not match the value corresponding to a CSR process at different distance scales \( (g_{CSR}=1) \) [4]. The Ripley’s \( K \) function counts the number of neighboring points found within a given distance of each individual point. Fig. 7.c indicates accumulation of points \( (g_{Exp}>1) \). From these results, it is clear that the frequent assumption of Poisson distributed BD spots in MIM capacitors should be considered with care and not taken from granted. This hypothesis seems to hold exclusively for low levels of degradation.

5. Conclusions

We showed in this work that the angular wavelets method can be used to investigate the spatial distribution of failure sites in large area MIM capacitors. Although the angular plots are significantly affected by corner effects inherent to
the method, the obtained results for low degradation levels are consistent with isotropic distributions of breakdown spots as expected for Poisson point processes. However, for severely damaged devices some deviations are detected related to preferred directions of degradation associated with the voltage probe location. Importantly, we emphasize that the aim of this work is not to provide a method to locate the source of degradation but to show the effects of some degree of anisotropy in the angular variance plots of BD spots patterns. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the angular wavelet method could be particularly relevant for the reliability assessment of large area electron devices with marks or point defects scattered over their surfaces.
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Figure captions

1) Image of a typical breakdown spot generated in our devices obtained by AFM scanning.

2) a) Schematic of a sequence of experimental data and corresponding wavelet matching Process. The + and - signs indicate positive and negative matching, respectively. b) Distribution of angular sectors (quadrats) for a focal point located at the center of the analysis area. Below is the transect created from the sectors indicating circularity. c) Mathematical and graphical description of the Haar and Sine wavelets.

3) Example of a superposition of two point patterns. a) Poisson point process, b) linear distribution of points, and c) superposition of Poisson and linear distributions. Notice the peak in the variance plot associated with the presence of the anisotropy. The dashed square indicates the region of focal points.

4) a) Distribution of breakdown spots obtained after a ramped voltage stress from 0V to 12V. Notice the presence of the voltage probe close to one edge of the device. b) Digital localization of the breakdown events for further processing. c) Corresponding angular wavelet variance plot (red line). The green line is the confidence band.
5) a) Distribution of breakdown spots obtained after a constant voltage stress at 9 V for 60 s. Notice the presence of the voltage probe close to one corner of the device. b) Digital localization of the breakdown events for further processing. c) Corresponding angular wavelet variance plot (red line). The green line is the confidence band.

6) a) Distribution of breakdown spots obtained after a constant voltage stress at 9 V for 120 s. Notice the presence of the voltage probe close to one corner of the device. Notice the marks on the top electrode of the device associated with severe damage effects. b) Digital localization of the breakdown events for further processing. c) Corresponding angular wavelet variance plot (red line). The green line is the confidence band.

7) a) False color image corresponding to the distribution of failure sites in a severely damaged MIM capacitor. The solid line indicates the diagonal of the device. The blue ellipse points outs the BD spots scattered around the diagonal. b) The solid line corresponds to the angular probability distribution function for a CSR process. The histogram is found from the experimental data. \( \alpha = 0 \) indicates the diagonal of the device. c) Experimental and theoretical (CSR) pair correlation function. The deviation of the experimental curve from unity indicates a non-uniform BD spot distribution.
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Haar wavelet

\[ g(x) = \begin{cases} 
-1 & -1 \leq x < 0 \\
1 & 0 < x \leq 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Sine wavelet

\[ g(x) = \begin{cases} 
\sin(\pi x) & -1 \leq x \leq 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]
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Highlights

- The spatial distribution of failure sites over the top electrode of a MIM device is investigated.
- The analysis is based on the wavelets variance method for the angular distribution.
- The effects of anisotropy on the variance induced by the voltage probe location are investigated.